
  

 
It is never about the fall.., it is all about getting up, dusting yourself off, and once again doing what you’ve been called to do: - then giving it your all.  
Ask anyone who worked at AMPA in October 2016 - from the top-down, they all felt the pain that accompanied the old AMPA’s liquidation caused by one 
vision-lacking investor. Yes, getting up and dusting oneself off is a small part of any organization’s recovery process, but in AMPA’s case, there developed 
something increasingly special that AMPA’s people will surely remember forever: - the way in which they stood together, as one united people with one 
goal in mind – getting AMPA back in business and re-building a loyal client base through revitalising ‘THE AMPA WAY’. (See page 4).  
“It was tough and frustrating” one staff member said, “but together we endured and together, we are still building our successes…”    
 
AMPA Plastics Group Managing Director, Brett Goldberg, was recently interviewed by this staff reporter who wanted to hear it straight from the horse’s 
mouth: “Not many people imagined it would happen…”I said, “and then suddenly, AMPA was back in the game and seriously so, how did you do it Brett?” 
“It was a blood, sweat and having no fears experience” he replied, “but let me tell you how immensely proud I am of what my team has achieved over the 
last three years. You see, when it was least expected of us to get up from the unfortunate 2016 collapse; when, as rumour has it, some of our industry 
competitors were convinced that AMPA would not recover; even when some former clients believed AMPA will not survive which proved to be a severely 
testing 2017, believe it or not, when in 2018, some people in the Plastics Industry spoke of a future without AMPA in it, it was during these times that my 
team and I stood firm in our collective resolve to show the world that we have what it takes to stand up and dust ourselves off. Not only did we recover; 
but more importantly, we showed that we endured a difficult recovery process – we did it all; one-miraculous-step-at-a-time. We showed the world that 
we are today still a committed team and we proved that especially because we stood together, we became stronger than ever before. We will continue 
getting stronger every day, we will continue giving our clients the products they deserve, we will continue being in their service – so, watch this space!”  
AMPA’s going strong, from strength to strength!! 

Brett Goldberg - MD Trevor Zulberg - CEO 

If you’re not buying AMPA.., then you’re not buying! 

More than 50 years of collective experience in this formidable team 
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Group Marketing Manager

Based at AMPA Plastics Group Head Office in Johannesburg, Rudi is one of the most recognised people in the Poly Carbonate Roof 

Sheeting industry in the country. Driving the sales and marketing divisions of the group – Rudi is the force behind new business 

development initiatives into Africa and he is well on his way towards making sure that the rest of the African continent becomes well 

acquainted with the company’s MODEK product range.  

You may be surprised to know this: Rudi is also an accomplished musician! Together with his lovely wife, he regularly performs at some of 

the top restaurant venues in the East Rand. Rudi performs at weddings and other similar celebratory occasions and he is fully booked up 

to six months at a time! It goes to show, there’s never a dull moment in the life of a MODEK man! 

Nope.., it’s not inside.., it’s MODEK on top!! 

Just about everywhere you look nowadays, new industrial and commercial building sites are being developed. It gives one hope for the 

future to know that, in spite of our country’s economic challenges that are real but not insurmountable, local investors still believe in the 

South African economy and are therefore willing to place their bets here as opposed to foreign shores.  Just as impressive as the buildings, 

are the Ivy League tenants who occupy these buildings, many of them covered from the top down by South Africa’s famous MODEK brand 

roof sheeting and side cladding ranges. 

These buildings and their occupants are here to stay and they can rest assured, so is the MODEK roof sheeting range of products that is 

guaranteed to protect them from South Africa’s harsh environmental elements. 

If you’re not buying AMPA.., then you’re not buying! 

Over the last six months, MODEK’s Rudi has travelled extensively across the country where he was a guest speaker at numerous seminars 

where South African Architects were introduced to MODEK’s UV2 range of roof sheeting. 

Click here to visit our modek site for further details. 

AMPA donates to a local charity that assists the less fortunate. This undoubtedly goes a long way towards helping the poor to 

sustain themselves – even if it is only for a while. Chantel Beket is the Chairperson of AMPA’s Wellness Committee (she also 

serves on the AMPA Plastics Group’s Steering Committee), and she is the chief architect behind the company’s various fund 

raising initiatives. Food and clothing regularly collected by staff, clients, friends and family members are packed and delivered to 

the charity which in turn, makes sure that the beneficiaries receive everything AMPA has promised to assist them with. 

http://modek.co.za/index.html


  

If you’re not buying AMPA.., then you’re not buying! 

Correx is manufactured and offered to clients in two grades namely, Print Grade and Packaging Grade. 

What is Print Grade? 

Print grade Correx can be printed on using flatbed printers which in turn use Eco Solvent and or Latex inks. How is that possible? The 

answer is Corona treatment! This treatment is put on during the Correx manufacturing/extruding process which allows the surface to 

become porous, allowing ink to cling on the Correx board. Many signage companies use Correx boards for short term signage purposes, be 

it indoor and/or outdoor usage. Most estate agencies and even political parties use Correx boards for advertisement. The possibilities are 

endless. 

 

What is packaging Grade? 

The packaging grade Correx manufacturing process is similar to the print grade process, but the packaging grade product’s purpose is to 

protect packed products. Packaging grade Correx is used in many industries ranging from tile manufacturing and distribution through to 

the steel industry. 

 

Correx can be made to order, which means that clients can specify the weight of a sheet, the colour of the sheet, the thickness of the 

sheet as well as the size. If you want to know more about Correx, contact our resident expert Tebogo Khoza (tebogok@ampa.co.za) at 

AMPA’s Johannesburg based Head Office or dial 011 – 3988000. 

 

 

 

THE AMPA WAY is a way of life to AMPA’s people. It is their creed; it is their commitment; it is their 

resolve and their promise to an increasingly appreciative client base. It runs in their veins and they will 

not give in or give up because they aim to always go “Above and Beyond” in consistently providing 

quality products, on time, every time.  

This is “THE AMPA WAY” 

mailto:tebogok@ampa.co.za


 

If you’re not buying AMPA.., then you’re not buying! 

When was the first anniversary of AMPA Plastics now “The AMPA Plastics Group (Pty) Ltd”? 

Please send your response to the editor (editor@ampa.co.za).  

The first client to correctly respond between 09H00 and 11H00 on Tuesday, 17th December 2019, gets the prize! What is the prize?  

A whopping 2.5% discount off your next purchase from The AMPA Plastics Group 

That’s it folks.., see you in 2020!! 


